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The Working Parent Resilience Program
Supporting parents to align their personal and professional
lives after having children
Progressive organisations are now recognising the

This unique program allows all participants to

need to provide their working parents with

examine their own situation and ensure they are

enhanced lifestyle support. In turn the employer

achieving, both professionally and personally,

receives a highly committed, skilled and

so they don’t face decisions that are detrimental

productive workforce.

to both the employer and employee alike. It is

The Working Parent Resilience Program is
designed for organisations to help support their

highly interactive with group, small group and
individual action times.

working parents, retain employees post children

It is facilitated with a coaching philosophy that

and to encourage a work-life balance.

allows participants to complete the program
with methods

to

action

lifestyle tweaking

choices AND gain new self-coaching skills to
manage obstacles as they arise.
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are your Organisation’s
+ What
challenges with working parents?

Does your organisation
face challenges with?
• Retention issues postmaternity leave
• The number of senior
women in your
organisation
• A perceived lack of
work-life balance
• Provision of flexible
work arrangements
• Proactively supporting
fathers’ needs for
family time
• Providing a
supportive return to
work program

Organisational
Outcomes
ü Employee
retention
ü Increase diversity
ü Improve health
and well-being
ü Improve
productivity

Benefits &
Outcomes

Individual benefits
ü Confidence to pursue a
career and be a good
parent
ü Understand your own
needs and how to
achieve them
ü Set lifestyle goals to
balance work and family
ü Manage time more
effectively at work
ü Making the transition
back to work less
daunting
ü Reduce mental and
physical health issues

• Increasing the focus
on ‘health and
wellbeing’
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Program Modules
Module 1: Handle Guilt
Accept it, deal with it, and move on

Module 2: Align Values
Identifying and aligning personal and professional values

Module 3: Build Self Vision
Who are you now you’re a working parent and accepting the changes?

Module 4: Create a Lifestyle Recipe
How to blend all the ingredients in your life together (work-life balance and more)

Module 5: Time and Energy Management
Understanding where your energy goes and how to fit it all together
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Program Delivery Options
One Day
Workshop

2 x Half Day
Workshops

*Covers all 5 modules in a day (or 2 half days)
*Ideal participant numbers 6-20 people
*Exclusive one to one coaching within the workshop
*Ideal as a return to work program
(ideally after 3 months back at work)
Incorporating the program into your diversity, return to work, induction or health and wellbeing program
will offer your employees the confidence, support and tools to deal with the changes that having children
brings to their working lives.
The program provides working parents with strategies to have greater control over their working lives and
reduces the risk of mental and physical health issues.
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Would like to thank Debbie for being a very
enthusiastic and energetic facilitator. The staff who
attend the Working Parents Workshops stated that
they thought these workshops where fantastic, very
informative and worthwhile in attending. They all
came away with something that they could use or a
better understanding of challenges they face
daily. The best part of the workshop was being able
to share with other parents in a very open
environment."

Excellent program - it exceeded my
expectations. It was fun, informative and
very motivating.
Debbie was a terrific facilitator; she was
both candid and inspiring. She really
helped me shift my perspective on being a
working mum.

I absolutely loved the program!
Debbie was a brilliant facilitator and
really helped us understand what our
values and goals are. I didn't realise
that I actually do enjoy being a
working mum as difficult as it may be
sometimes. Thanks Debbie!

Testimonials

Debbie is a warm, engaging and inspirational
trainer. Her personal experience and
professional tool kit combined to make an
interactive and motivating workshop. I
attended Debbie's parenting Resillence oneday workshop and it was just what I neededthat motivational and inspirational kick up the
butt to take back control of my life. Because in
the end the choice and power is all mine!
Thank you for the reminder Deb!

Debbie was excellent and
helped create a friendly
environment where many
"light bulb" moments would
occur.

About The Edge Coaching & Training
Our passion is working alongside individuals and organisations to maximise their outcomes by supporting the
ever-increasing need for work environment flexibility and resilience.
We specialise in engaging professional working parents, managers and leaders through a variety of bespoke,
outcome driven, interactive programs around work life balance and flexibility.
We also provide one to one coaching; facilitated sessions and mentoring to ensure all involved groups achieve
their desired outcomes.
For more information about The Working Parent Resilience Program, other offerings,
The Edge Coaching and Training or Debbie Marks please go to
http://www.theedgecoaching.org
email Debbie@theedgecoaching.org or call Debbie on +61 (0) 423 649 212.
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